Simply a more intuitive way to manage your healthcare documents

Common challenges we see across the industry:

- Inefficient manual processes
- Poor document organization
- Difficulty managing renewals and expirations
- Silos of document management across departments
- Tracking compliance standards

True cause of these challenges:
Lack of adoption of an intuitive standard across the organization

The Proof:

>50% of enterprise software initiatives fail

Up to 9% of total annual revenue can be attributed to poor contract management costs

$40 million was spent over-budget by a mismanaged IT contract in a large health system

Health organizations must employ an intuitive solution that is applicable for all documents and departments

800.211.8798 | contractguardian.com
Potential “landmines” to consider

- Singular focus on one document type
- No ability for customization for YOUR processes and terminology
- No ability to completely define user permissions
- Loss of ownership of data and charged large fees to retrieve
- Infrastructure that does not meet HIPAA requirements

What Contract Guardian has to offer

- Custom definable fields for any document type so that you can organize, track, and report your documents the way your organizations needs them
- Intuitive interface so that every user can easily work with the information under their responsibility
- Comprehensive process automation and orchestration engine to improve your efficiency and costs
- Full control of what users are allowed to see and do to meet organization and compliance requirements
- 100% ownership of your data; no fees, no restrictions
- Robust infrastructure with redundancy and security to meet HIPAA requirements
- Agile development to constantly enhance and improve. Over 200+ enhancements have been made each of the last 3 years.

Full list of features and capabilities available

Complete the Contract Guardian Assessment to receive information on capability, pricing, or a demonstration